
ESSAY 17

Criteria, Defeasibility,
and Knowledge'

It is widely believed that in his later work Wittgenstein introduced a
special use of the notion of a criterion . In this proprietary use, "cr ite-
ria" are supposed to be a kind of evidence," Their status as evidence.
unlike that of symptoms, is a matter of "convention" or "grammar"
rather than empirical theory; but the support that a "criterion"
yields for a claim is defeasible: that is, a state of informarion in
which one is in possession of a "cri teria!" warrant for a claim can al-
ways be expanded inca a state of information in which the claim
would not bewarranted at all.3 This special notion is thought to af-
ford-among much else4-a novel response to the traditional prob-
lem of other minds.
What follows falls into three parts. In the first, I shall express, in a

preliminary way, a doubt whether the supposed novel response can
work. In the second, 1 shall question the interpretation of Wingen-

1. I profited from comments on an ea rlier draft of thi5 essay by Gilbert Hannan.
RichardJeffrey, Duid Lewis, Co lin McGinn, Otristopher Peacocke, Philip Pettit, Na than
Salmon , and Olarles Travis.
2. I shall put "cri ter ion" 01" "criteria " in quoration mark s to signal the supposed

U$t that t am about 10 describe. (Similarly with "cr iterial" and "eritt-
rially" .)
3. A viewofWingenstrin on tbest lines is unquestioned in W. G. Lycan' s survey arrick,

"Non-indUCTive Evidence: Recent Work on Wittitnstein's ·uilefia' '". lISoutli nes seem to
date from Sydney Shoemaker's Sel{-Kl'tOUJldge andSel(-ltU"tity; see P. M. S. Hacker, ,"-
sight al'ld Illusion.p- 293. My aim is to captu re the common spirit of several readi ngs that

in deta il; so I shall try to preserve neutra lity on nicequestions about, e.g., what ex-
acdy the terms of the crite ria! relation are. (See Hacker, pp. 285-8, and Cordon Baker,
"Criteria : A New Foundation fOl" Semama", p. 160; and, foe . contrasting view, Qispin
Wright, "Anti-Realist: The Rok of Criuria" , pp. 233--8.1
4. See Baker, "Crireria: A New Foundation fOf Semantics".
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stein that yields it. I believe it issues from reading Wittgenstein in the
light of tacit epistemological assumptions whose strikingly tradi-
tional character casts suspicion on their attribution co Wittgenstein
himself. My concern, however, is less with exegesis than with those
epistemological assumptions, and in the third pan 1 shall begin on
the project of undermining an idea that seems central to them.

1. It will help me to articulate my epistemological distrust if I let
me "criteri a)" position define its stance towards our knowledge of
other minds in explicit contrast with a possible alternative: namely, a
position according to which, on a suitable occasion, the circwn-
stance that someone else is in some "inner" state can itself be an ob-
ject of one's experience.I
In Essay 14, I tried to capture this idea by suggesting that such a

circumstance could be "available to awareness, in its own right and
not merely through behavioural proxies"; and similarly by suggest-
ing that

we should not jib at, or interpret away, the common-sense thought
that, on those occasions that are paradigmaticaUy suitable for traini ng
in the assertoric use of the relevant part of a language, one can literally
perceive. in another person's facial expression or his behaviour, that he
is {for instance) in pain. and not just infer that he is in pain from what
one perceives.

In the interest of a "crirerial" position, Crispin Wright has protested
against this attempt to describe an alte rnative (which he labels "M-
realism" ); he writes as follows:

But that no inference, via "proxies" or whatever, should be involved is
quite consistent with what is actually perceived being not that someone
is in pain, tout oourl, but that criteria-in what I take to be the Philo-
sophic;aJ Investigations sense-that he is in pain are satisfied. Criter ia
are not proxies, and they do not form the basesof inferences. correctly
so described. But, in contrast with tru th-conditions, a claim made on
the basis of satisfaction of its criteria can subsequently be jettisoned.
consistently with retention of the belief that criteria were indeed satis-
fied. So the M-realist about a particular kind of statement has to hold
nor JUSt that inference via proxies is not invariably involved when the

5. I introduce this position here not in order to defend it (see §3 below for sorne diffi -
culties in it), but just to C'Xploit the contrast in order to clarify the "criterial" view.
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assertcric use: of those statements is justified, but mote: that the occa-
sions which are " paradigmatically suitable" for training in their asser-
toric use involve JK){ just satisfaction of criteria-otherwise experience
of them will be experience of a situation whose obtaining is consistent
with the falsity of the relevant statements- but realisation of truth-
conditions, properly so regarded,'

For my present purposes, what is important about this passage is
not the issue it raises about the formulation of M-realism, but rather
its account of the "criterial" alternative. Wright's remarks bring OUt
clearly how the "criterial" view is committed to the thesis that, even
on the occasions that seem most favourabl e for a claim to be able to
see that someone else is in some "inner" state, the reach of one's ex-
perience falls short of that circumstance itself-c-nor just in the sense
that the person's being in the " inner" state is not itself embraced
within the scope of one's consciousness, but in the sense that what is
available to one's experience is something compatible with the per-
son's not being in the "inner" state at all.
Now is this position epistemologically satisfactory?
M-realism offers a conception of what constitutes knowing that

someone else is in an "inner" sta te, at least on certain favourable oc-
casions: namely, experiencing that circumstance itself. Wright asks
us to consider whether what is experienced on those occasions may
not be something less: namely, the satisfaction of "criteria" . One
might incautiously assume that experiencing the satisfaction of "cri-
teria" is meant to take over the role played in M-realism by expe-
riencing the circumstance itself: that is, to be what, on those
favourable occasions, constitutes knowing that the circumstance ob-
tains, But since "criteria" are defeasible, it is tempting to suppose
that to experience the satisfaction of "criteri a" for a claim is to be in
a position in which, for all one knows, the claim may not be tr ue.
That yields this thesis: knowing that someone else is in some "inner"
state can be constituted by being in a position in which, for all one
knows, the person may not be in that " inner" state. And that seems
straightforwardly incoherent.
This line of thought is partly vitiated by the incautious assump-

tion, A "criteria!" theorist can say: experiencing the satisfaction of

6. "Realism, Truth-Vl lud .inlu, OtherMinds, and the PaSt", p, 123. (a carly the Iisr
sentence should read " . • . the avai labi lity to perception noe just of the satisfacrion
of O'ireria ... but of the:realisation of ttuth-eonditiol15 ...... )
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"criteria " is meant to be. not what constitutes knowing that things
are thus and so, but rather a "criterion" for the claim to know it. Its
"crirerial" support for the claim to know that things are thus and so
would be defeated by anything that would defeat the original "crire-
rial" support for me claim that that is how things are. So the "crite-
rial" view is not required to acknowledge that someone may be cor-
rectly said to know something when what he supposedly knows
cannot itself be correctly affirmed.'
Nevertheless, the "criteria!" view does envisage ascribing knowl-

edge on the strength of something compatible with the falsity of
what is supposed ly known . And it is a serious question whether we
can understand how it can be knowledge that is properly so as-
cribed. Rejecting the incautious assumption leaves unchallenged the
tempting thought that, since "criteria" are defeasible, someone who
experiences the satisfaction of "criteria" for the ascription of an
" inner" state to another person is thereby in a position in which, for
all he knows. the person may not be in that "inner" state. And the
question is: if that is the best one can achieve, how is there room for
anything recognizable as knowledge that the person is in the "inner"
state? It does nor help with this difficulty CO insist that being in that
supposed best position is not meant to be constit utive of having the
knowledge. The trouble is that if that is the best pos ition achievable,
then however being in it is supposed to relate to the claim to know
that the person is in the "inner" state, it looks as if the claim can
never be acceptable.
Of course my characterization of the supposed best pos ition is ten-

dentious. [f experiencing the satisfaction of "criteria " does legitimize
("criteriaUy") a claim to know that things are thus and so, it cannot
also be legitimate to admit that the position is one in which. for aU
one knows, things may be otherwise. But the difficulty is to see how
the fact that "criteria" are defeasible can be prevented from com-
pelling that admission; in which case we can conclude, by contrapo-
sirion, that experiencing the satisfaction of "criteria" cannot legit-
imize a claim of knowledge. How can an appeal to "convention"
somehow drive a wedge between accepting that everything that one
has is compatible with things not being so, on the one hand, and ad-

7. Th is panly unde rmil1C$ n. SO 01 Essay 15 above. But, as will emerge, I stand by the
spirit of what J wrote there.
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mitring that one does not know that things are so, on the other? As
far as its bearing on epistemological issues is concerned, the "crite-
rial" view looks no more impressive than any other instance of a
genre of responses to scepticism to which it seems to belong: a genre
in which it is conceded that the sceptic's complaints are substantially
correct, but we are supposedly saved from having to draw the scep-
tic's conclusions by the fact that it is not done-i.n violation of a
"convention"-to talk that way.s
This line of thought may seem to be an indiscriminate attack on

the idea that knowledge can be based on an experiential intake that
falls short of the fact known (in the sense I explained: namely, being
compatible with there being no such fact ). That would put the line of
thought in doubt; but the objection fails. We can countenance cases
of knowledge in which the knower's epistemic standing is owed not
just to an experiential intake that falls short of the fact known, in
that sense. but partly to his possession of theo retical knowledge:
something we can picture as extending his cognitive reach beyond
the restricted range of mere experience, so that the hostile line of
thought does not get started. But that cannot be how it is in the "cri-
renal" cases. To hold that theory contributes to the episremic stand-
ing, with respect to a claim, of someone who experiences the satis-
faction of "criteria" for it would conflict with the insistence that
"criteria" and claim are related by "grammar"; it would obliterate
the distinction between "criteria" and symptoms.
I have granted that experiencing the satisfaction of "criteria" had

better not be conceived as constituting the associated knowledge. It
is tempting to ask: when the ground for attributing knowledge is ex-
perience of the satisfaction of "criteria", what would constitute pos-
sessing the knowledge? Someone who admits the question might be
inclined to try this reply: the knowledge is constituted by experienc-
ing the satisfaction of "criteria"-given that things are indeed as the
person is said to know that they are. But does that specify something
we can intelligibly count as knowledge? Consider a pair of cases, in
both of which someone competent in the use of some claim experi -

8. Such responses to scepticism are qui te unsatisfying. Without 5howing that the "con-
ventions " are well founded. we have no gro und for den ying that the concess ion to rhe
sceptic ili an adm ission that we have re8$Oll to cha nge the way we talk. And it is hard to
!iCC'how we cou ld show th:u the "conventions" are well foundedwithou t llnding a way to
withdraw the conccssm.
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ences the satisfaction of (undefeated) "criteria" for it, but in only
one of' wh ich the claim is true. According to the suggestion we are
considering, the subject in the latter case knows that things are as the
claim would represent them as being; the subject in the former case
does not. (In both cases it would be "criteriall y" legitimate to at-
tribute the knowledge, but that is not to me present purpose.) How-
ever. the story is that the scope of experience is the same in each
case; the fact itself is outside the reach of experience. And experience
is the only mode of cognition-the only mode of acquisition of epi-
stemic standing-that is operative; appeal to theory is excluded, as
we have just seen. Sowhy should we not conclude that the cognitive
ach ievements of the rwo subjects match? How can a difference in re-
spect of something conceived as cognirively inaccessible to both sub-
jects, so far as the relevant mode of cognition goes, make it the case
that one of them knows how things are in that inaccessible region
while the other does not-rather than leaving them both, strictly
speaking, ignorant on the maner?
Proponents of the "criterial" view will have been impatient with

my broaching a query about the notion's epistemological status out-
side any semantical context. Things would look different, they will
suggest, if we took note of the notion 's primary role: namely, as an
element in a novel, "anti-realist" conception of meaning. adum -
brated in Wittgenstein's later work to replace the "realist", truth-
conditional conception of Frege and the Traaatust In particular, it
may be suggested that the question with which I have just been try-
ing to embarrass the "criteria!" view- "What would constitute pos-
session of 'criterially' based knowledge?"-seems to need asking
only in the superseded "realist" way of thinking. In the new frame-
work, questions of the form "What would constitute its being the
case that P?" lapse, to be replaced by questions of the form "What
are the 'criteria' for the acceptabili ty of the assertion that P?"
I believe that this account of the relation between the truth-

conditional conception of meaning and the conception implicit in
Wittgenstein's later work is quite misguided. Of course that is not a

9. Sec Hacker,lttS-ight and ll lusiOll, cha p. 10; Baker, "Criteria: A New Foundation f()('
Semantics"; Wrigh t, "Anti-Realis t Semantics: The Role o f Criteria". The general outl ines
of this conccpc:ion of Wrttgcnsttin 's development, and of the issue between realism and
anri-l'91ism in philOlOphy of language, arc due to Michael Dummett; see T,...th artd
Othn especiall y essay t 1.
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belief I can try to justify in chis essay.to But it is worth remarking
that the "criteria]" view seemed already to be problematic, epistemo-
logically speaking, before I raised the contentious question what
would constitute "criterially" based knowledge. If the supposed se-
manncal context is to reveal that "crirerial" epistemology is satisfac-
tory, rwo conditions must be satisfied: first, it must be shown that
the epistemological qualms I have aired-supposing we bracket the
contentious question-arise exclusively out of adherence to the sup-
posedly discarded " realist" framework; and. second, it must be made
clear how the supposedly substituted "anti-realist" framework puts
the qualms to rest. It is not obvious that either of these condi-
tions can be met. As for the first: my account of the epistemologi-
cal qualms certa inly made implicit play with a notion of truth-
conditions, in my talk of "circumstance" and "fact" . But the notion
involved nothing more contentious than this: an ascription of an
"inner" state to someone is true just in case that person is in that
"inner" state. That is hardly a distinctively "realist" thought. or one
that the later Wittgenstein could credibly be held to have rejected."
As for the second condition: we are told to model our conception of
"anti-realist" semantics on the mathematical intuit ionists' explana-
tions of logical constants in terms of proof-condit ions. But proof is
precisely not defeasible, so there is nothing in the model to show
us how to make ourselves comfortable with the defeasibiliry of
"crirena".'!

10. I think what I shall say will conui bute indirecdy to justifying it, by caKing doubt:
on a conception of our knowledge of « hers thar is implicir in the Aandard arguments for
.nri-realism, end casting doubt on wht1her mat conception 5houId be . nribured to
Wittgcnstein. There is more in th is vein in Essay 15 above and on FoUowing
• Rule" .
11. Sec, e.g., Dum rncn , Truth andOther fttignws, pp. xxxie-v. Baker , A

New Founda tion for Semantics", pp . 1n-s, finds, behindthe thought that "crireria" ate
episremologically insufficient, • baroque argumcntatift srruct\Ite involving the notion
(suppoKdly characteristic of Semanrics'" of maximally consiSlent sees of poss i-
ble stattS of . ffairs; bur I cann« find mar notion implicit in what I have saKI. (I believe rbe
idea rhar rrurh-condirions u e • maucr of possible sta res of af-
f. in "-Baker, p- 178, compare p. 171---is • fundamental misconception of the inruition
about mean ing rhar Wittgen5tei n .doped from Frese in the TraaalUs; and that th is is in
large part respo nsible for a distoniOll in me Dummenian conception o f the iS5UC between
realism and anri-rea liml. and of the relatiOll betwee n Wittgensrein's earlier and later
philosophies. There is more in this veinin Essay " above.)
12. In Finirism" , Wright fQmlulatcs a position in which defca sibilily extends

even to proof-based knowledge; see also ..Anri·Rc alisl Sem.nrics: Th e Role of Crikrio".
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2. Understood in the way I have been considering, the notion of a
criterion would be a technical notion; so commentators who at-
tribute it to Wingensrein ought to be embarrassed by his lack of
self-consc iousness on the matter. Mostly he uses "criterion" or
"Kriren um" without ceremony, as if an ordinary mastery of English
or German would suffice for taking his point. The str iking exception
(The Blue Book. pp. 24-5: the well-known passage about angina)
should itself be an embarrassment, since it int roduces the word, with
some ceremony, in th e phrase "defining criterion"; there seems to be
no question of a defeasible kind of evidence here.U The idea that cri-
teria are defeasible evidence has to be read into other texts, and the
readings seem ( 0 me to be vitiated by reliance on non-compu lsory
epistemological presuppositions. I shall consider three cha racteristic
lines of argument."
The first is one that Go rdon Baker formulates as follows:
. .. C-support [crit erial support} depends on circumstances. It might be
thought that dependence on circumstances might be reduced or even
a ltogether avoided by conditionalizarion; e.g. if p C-supports q under
the proviso r , then one could claim that the con junct ion of p and r
Oscpports q independently of the circumstance r, and successive steps
of conditionalization wou ld remove any dependence on circumstances,
or at least any that can be exp licitly stated. Wittgenstein, however,
seems to dismiss this possibility with con tempt. This rejection, unless
groundless, must be based on the pr ieciple that C-support may always

p- 244. I do not believe mat this yields an adequate epistemology 01 proof, on me model of
which WI: might cormruet an account of defeasible "criterial" knowledge;
llIther, it saddles the epistemology of proof wimproblems parallel to tho5e I have been
urging aga inst "crireri al" epistemology. (Wl1t£ensrein, On Certoitlty S651-eited by
Wrigh t a t p- 244 of "An ti-Rea list Semantics: The Role of O itniD"--makes a point about
fallibility. Reiiance on a tkfemible basis is qui te anomer matter. SeeSl below.l
13. Baker, pp . 184-5, seems to deny th is, but I cannot see how he would explain me

presence 01 the word Kddlning". Most commentato rs in the rlllditi on I am concemal with
deplore the passage as unchanlCteristic; sec. e.g.. Hacker, lm ight and Illusion, p. 2g8 ;
Wn,hr. "Anti -Real ist Semantics: The RoleofOitma", p-227. Thereis a.IItisfying expla-
nation 01 its po in t It pp. 133-6 ol Jahn W. Cook, "Human Beings" .
14. may be others; but I th ink the ones I shall consider illustlllte the charac:reris-

tic asswnprions of tbe reading of Wirrgmstein I wan t to question. (Baker, pp. 159-60,
162, men tions also the anOC5Dy of the criteria! reb lton in Wingenstein's thought. Bur he
wou ld presumably nor suggest that iu descen t from a rela tion of Q p, iori probabilific:alion
carries much independent weight.)
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be undermined by supposing the evidence-sta tements embedded in a
suita bly enlarged context.U

The idea that criterial knowledge depends on circumstances is ob-
viously faithful to Wittgenstein; but this argument rests on an inter-
pretation of that idea that is not obviously correct. Baker's assump-
tion is evidently this: if a condition16 is ever a criterion for a claim,
by virtue of belonging to some type of condition that can be ascer-
tained to obtain independently of establishing the claim, then any
condition of that type constitutes a criterion for that claim, or one
suitably related to it. Given that such a condition obtains, further
circumstances determine whether the support it affords the claim is
solid; if the further circumstances are unfavourable, we still have, ac-
cording to this view, a case of a criterion's being satisfied, but the
support it affords the claim is defeated. But when Wittgenstein
speaks of dependence on circumstances, what he says seems to per-
mit a different reading: not that some condition, specified in terms
that are applicable independently of establishing a claim, is a crite-
rion for the claim anyway, though whether it warrants the claim de-
pends on further circumstances, but that whether such a condition is
a criterion or not depends on the circumstances.
At PI S164,17 for instance, Wittgenstein says that " in different cir-

cumstances, we apply different criteria for a person's reading" . Here
the point need not be that each of a range of types of condition is
anyway a criterion for a person's reading, though an argument from
any to that conclusion may always be undermined by embedding the
condition in the wrong circumstances. The point may be, rather, that
what is a criterion for a person's reading in one set of circumstances
is not a criterion for a person's reading in another set of circum-
stances.
At PI S154 Wittgenstein writes:

If there has to be anything "behind the utterance of the formula" it is
partial larcircumstances, which just ify me in saying I can go on-when
the formula occurs to me.

I S. A Foundation few pp. 161- 2.
16. Or wharner is the right Irind of item ro be a criterion: see n. 3 above.
17. J ihall cite Pbilosophicall/fWStigaliom in rhis way.
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I think we can take this to concern the idea that the formula 's occur-
ring to one is a criterion for the correctness of "Now I can go on" , as
opposed to a mere symptom, "behind" which we have to penetrate
in order to find the essence of what it is to understand a series. " And
there is no suggestion that the formula 's occurring to one is a crite-
rion anyway. independently of the circumsta nces. It is a criterion ,
rather, only-in the "particular circumstances" that Wingenstein al-
ludes to: namely, as PI §179 explains, "such circumstances as that
(the person in question] had learnt algeb ra, had used such formulae
before",
In a schematic picture of a face, it may be the curve of the mouth

that makes it right to say the face is cheerful. In another picture the
mouth may be represented by a perfect replica of th e line that rep re-
sents the mouth in the first picture, although the face is not chee rful.
Do we need a relation of defeasible support in order to accommo--
date this poss ibility? Surely not. What is in question is the relation of
"mak ing it right to say"; it holds in the first case and not in the sec-
ond. Since the rela tion does not hold in the second case, it ca nnot be
understood in terms of enta ilment . But why suppose the only a lter-
native is defeasible support ? 'That would require ass uming that the
warranting sta tus we a re concerned with must be sha red by all mem-
bers of a type to which the warranting circumstance can be ascer-
tained to belong independently of the cla im it warrants. (In this case,
it would be the type of circumstance: being a picture of a face in
wh ich the mouth is represented by such -and-s uch a line.) That as-
sumption looks in this case like groundless prejudice; perhaps the
generalized version of it , which yields the conception of criteria that
I am questioning, is similarly baseless. (I shall come shortly to the
reason why commenta tors tend to think otherwtse.I"
The second line of argument 1want to mention starts from the fact

that cri teria for a type of cla im are typically multiple, and concludes
that criteria may con flict . U th at is so, the criteria] support afforded

18. Theword does not figure in me passage, but the subject is the tendency
to think that in reviewing the phenomena we find nothing but symptoms, which_ have
to peel away (like leaves from an arti choke : PI SI64) in order to find the thin g itself. On
the connection with 5354 ("the f1UC1Uation in grammar bnwttn cr iteria and symptoms",
secCook, Beings", pp. 135-6.
19. Th is paragraph was suggested by pp. 138-40 of Norman Malcolm, -Wirtgcnstcin

on theNarure of
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by at least one of the conflicting criteria must be defeared.P This ar-
gument clearly rests on the same assumption about the generality of
criterial status: that if some cond ition (specified in a non-question-
begging way) is a criterion for a claim in some circumstances, then it
is a criterion in any. Without that assumption, we ace not forced to
accept that the pai rs of considerations that stand in some son of
confrontation. in the kind of case the commentators envisage, are
both criterial. A condition that fails to warrant a claim in some cir-
cumstances-trumped, as it were. by a criterion for an incompatible
claim-may not be a criteri on for the claim in those circumstances.
even though in other circumstances it would have been one. And its
failure when it is not criterial is no ground for saying that criterial
warrants are defeasible.
The third line of argument, which is the most revealing, consists in

a reading of Wittgenstein's treatment of psychological concepts in
the Philosophical Investigations. In Wittgenstein's view. d early,
there are criteria in behaviour for the ascription of "inner" states
and goings-on (see PI §§269, 344, 580). Commentators often take it
to be obvious that he must mean a defeasible kind of evidence; if it is
not obvious straight off, the possibility of pretence is thought to
make it SO .21 But really it is not obvious at all.
Consider a representative passage in which Wittgenstein uses the

notion of a criterion for something "internal" . PI §377 contains this:

. . . What is the criterion for the redness of an image? For me. when it
is someone else's image: what he says and does.

I think that amounts to this: when one knows that someone else has
a red image, one can-sometimes at leasr-ccorrectly answer the
question "How do you know?", or "How can you tell?", by saying
"By what he says and does" . In order to accommodate the distinc-
tion berween criteria and symptoms. we should add that inability or
refusal to accept the adequacy of the answer would betray, nor igno-
rance of a theory, but non-participation in a "convention"; but with

20. SeeAnthony Kenny, "Criterion", p- 260; and Baku, A New Foundat ion
fOl" Semantics" , p. 162.
21. For Yersions of this lioc of interpretation, seeKenny, p. 260; Hacker, Insight andIl-

lusion. pp. 289-90;John T. E. Richardson, The Grammm' ofJustifialtion. pp. 114 , 116-7.
Baker , p- 162, goes so far as to claim: principle, that C-suppon is defeasible, is ex-
p1icidy advanced in the particular case of psychological concepu."
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mat proviso, my paraphrase seems accurate and complete. It is an
extra-c-somethmg dictated, I believe, by an epistemological presup-
position not expressed in the text--r:o suppose that "what he says
and does" must advert to a condition that one might ascertain to
be satisfied by someone independently of knowing that he has a red
image: a condition someone might satisfy even thou gh he has no red
image, so that it constitutes at best defeasible evidence that he
has one.
Commentators often take it that the possibility of pretence shows

that criteria are defeasible .P Thi s requires the assumption that in a
successful deception one brings it about that criteria for something
"internal" are satisfied, although the ascription for which they are
criteria would be false. But is the assumption obligato ry? Here is a
possible alternative; in pretending, one causes it to appear that crite-
ria for something " internal" are satisfied (th at is, one causes it to ap-
pear that someone else could know, by what one says and does, that
one is in, say, some "inner" sta te); but the criteria are not really sa t-
isfied (that is, the knowledge is not really avai lable). The satisfaction
of a criterion , we might say, constitutes a fully adequate answer to
"How do you know?"-in a sense in which an answer cannot be
fully adequate if it can be really available to someone who lacks the
knowledge in question. (Of course we cannot rule out its seeming to
be available.)
In the traditional approach to the epistemology of other minds,

the concept of pretence plays a role analogous to the role of the con-
cept of illusion in the tr aditional approach to the epistemology of the
"externa l" world. So it is not surprising to find that, just as the pos-
sibility of pretence is often thought to show the defeasibili ry of crite-
ria for "inner" states of a ffairs, so the possibility of illusion is often
thought to show the defea sihility of criteria for "externa l" sta tes of
affairs . At PI S354 Witrgenstein writes:

22. The supposed obviousness 01 this connection allows cornmtnta ton [0 cite, 15 evi-
dence thar critcria are ddtuiblc, passages that show at most th:.Jt WitliC nstcin is not un-
aware that pretence occurs. Note, e-g-, Hacker's citation (p. 289) of PI SS249-50, 15
show ing that crittria for pain may be satisfied in the absence of pain. In faa the poi nt of
those passages is not" the vulnerability to pretence, in general, of ou r judgement! that ceh-
en arc in pain, but the invu/nnDbifity to prctmcc, in particular, of judgerntn ts "connected
with the primi tive, ehe narura l, expressions of the stnSati011" and made about SQJn£Ont
who has nO( )'ft Itamcd " the names of smSStl0n5" (PI S244).
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The fluctuation in grammar between criteria and symptoms makes it
look as if there were nothing at all but symptoms. We say, for exam-
ple: "Experience teaches that there is rain when the barometer falls,
but it also teaches that (here is rain when we have certain sensations of
wet and cold, or such-and-such visual impressions." In defence of this
one says that these sense-impressions can deceive us. But here one fails
to reflect that the fact that me false appearance is precisely one of rain
is founded on a definition.

Commentators often take this to imply that when our senses deceive
us, criteria for rain are satisfied, although no rain is falling.2J But
what the passage says is surely just this: for things, say, to look a cer-
tain way to us is, as a matter of "definition" (or "convention", PI
§355), for it to look to us as though it is raining; it would be a mis-
take to suppose that the "sense-impressions" yield the judgement
that it is raining merely symptomatically-that arriving at the judge-
ment is mediated by an empirical theory. That is quite compatible
with this thought, which would be para llel to what I suggested about
pretence: when our "sense-impressions" deceive us, the fact is not
that criteria for rain are satisfied but that they appear to be satisfied.
An inclination to protest should have been mounting for some time.

The temptation is to say: "There must be something in common be-
tween the cases you are proposing to describe as involving the actual
satisfaction of criteria and the cases you are proposing to describe as
involving the apparent satisfaction ofcriteria . That is why it is possible
to mistake the latter for the former. And it must surely be thiscommon
something on which we base the judgements we make in both sorts of
case. The distinction between your cases of actual satisfaction of crite-
ria (so called) and your cases of only apparent satisfaction of criteria
(so called) is not a distinction we can draw independently of the cor-
rectness or otherwise of the problematic claims themselves. So it is not
a distinction bywhich wecould guide ourselves in the practice ofmak-
ing or withholding such claims. What we need for that purpose is a
basis for the claims that we can assure ourselves of possessing before
we go on to evaluate the credentials of the claims themselves. That re-
stricts us to what is definitely ascertainable anyway, whether the case
in question is one of (in your terms) actual satisfaction of criteria or

23. So Hacker, pp. 289-9; Kenny, p- 260; Wright, ..Anti·Rcalist Semantics: The Role
of Oiuria", p- 227; James &sen. "Wittgenstein.OO Skqnicism", p. 370.
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merel y apparent satisfaction of criteria. In the case of judgements
about the "inner" states and goings-on ofothers, what conforms ro the
restriction is psychologically neutral information about their behav-
iour and bodily stares." So that must surely be what Wittgenstein
meant by 'criteria' ."
It is difficult not to sympathize with this protest, although I believe

it is essential to see one's way to resisting the epistemological out-
look that it expresses. I shall return co that in the last section of this
essay; the important po int now is how the protest exposes a back-
ground against which the reading ofWittgenstein that I am question-
ing seems inescapable. The protest is. in effect. an application of
what has been called "the Argument from Illusion", and its upshot is
to locate us in the predicament envisaged by a traditi onal scepticism
about other minds, and by the traditional ways of trying to meet that
scepticism. The predicament is as follows. judgements about other
minds are, as a class, epistemologically problematic. Judgements
about "behaviour" and "bodily" characteristics are, as a class, nor
epistemologically problematic; or at any rate, if they are, it is be-
cause of a different epistemological problem, which can be taken for
these purposes to have been sepa rately dealt with. The challenge is
to explain how our unproblematic intake of " behavioural" and
"bod ily" information can adequately warrant our problematic
judgements about other minds .
The first two interpretative arguments that 1 mentioned depended

on this assumption: if a state of affairs ever constitutes a criterion for
some claim, by virtue of its confonning to a specification that can be
ascertained to apply to it independently of esta blishing the claim,
then any stare of affairs that conforms to that specification must con-

24. PsychokJgically neuual information: once the appea l to pceterN;e has done iu
w«k-doat of introduciJos the idea of ClIse5 that arc experientially indistinguishable from
casa in which one can tell by whu someone 5Iyt and docs that he is in sc:ome specified
"inner" eare, though in these cases he is not-it is quietly dropped. We art not" meant to
arriYe I t the idea of behavioural and bod ily evidence that wea ld _ "ant the
judgement that somtOIle is, so to speak, at lew feigning Ihe "inner" sta te . It is a nice qu es-
tion, on wh ich I shall not pecse, how the tpiatmoIogicaI motivation for pIlssing over th is
position should best be characterized. In the cue of the "cri terial" view, there is a semen-
tical ll\OliYltion ISwell; it is plausible tha t sudl evidmcc could nee be spec ified except in
terms of the conc:ept: of the " inner" state iu d i, and this cooflicts with the idea that crite ria
shou ld figure in the explanation of the associated CQfIceptS . SecWright, "Anti-Realist:Se-
mantics: The Role of Critl'ri<l", P. 23 1.
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stirute a criterion for that claim, or one suitably related to it. What
sustains that assumption is presumably the idea to which the protest
gives expression: the idea that the question whether a criterion for a
claim is satisfied or not must be capable of being settled with a cer-
tainty that is independent of whatever certainty can be credited to
the claim itself.
With this epistemological framework in place, it is undeniable that

the warrants for our judgements about other minds yield, at best, de-
feasible support for them. We could not establish anything more ro-
bust than that, if what we need is a certainty immune to what sup-
posedly makes psychological judgements about others, in general ,
epistemologically problematic. So if we take Wittgenstein to be oper-
ating within this framework, we are compelled into the interpreta-
tion of him that I am questioning. According to this view. the sceptic
is right to insist that our best warrant for a psychological judgement
about another person is defeasible evidence constituted by his "be-
haviour" and "bodily" circumstances. The sceptic complains that
the adequacy of the warrant must depend on a correlation whose ob-
taining could only be a matter of contingent fact, although we are in
no position to confirm it empirically; and Wittgenstein's distinctive
contribution, on this reading. is to maintain that at least in some
cases the relevant correlations are a matter of "convention ", and
hence stand in no need of empir ical support.
To an unprejudiced view, I think it should seem quite implausible

that there is anything but contingency in the correlations of whose
contingency the sceptic complains.P And I argued in the first section
of this essay that it is quite unclear . anyway, how the appeal to "con-
vention" could yield a response to scepticism, in the face of the
avowed defeasibihry of the supposed ly "conventional" evidence. In
fact I believe this reading profoundly misrepresents Wittgenstein's re-
sponse to scepticism about other mind s. What Wittgensrein does is
not to propose an alteration of detail within the sceptic's position.
but to reject the assumption that generates the sceptic's problern.P

2S. See the splendid recanting - P05t5Cripc- to Rogus Albritton , - On Wingenstein's
Use of the Term ·Criterion" ' . (Such regularit ies arc not "conventions" but the - very gen-
eral faet5 of nat urc" on which "coovenrions R rest: PIU.xi, compare St ·42.)
26. Without going into CVO'I IS mIlCh detail as I shall about the case of o<herminds in

pan icular, there is already ground for $Uspicion of thi s read ing in the way it attracts the
label that i. surely quitc unchar.u:teri sric of Wittgmstcin' s
approach to epistcmological questions.
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The sceptic's picture involves a corpus of "bodily" and " behav-
ioural" information, unproblemancally available to us in a pictured
cognitive predicament in which we are holding in suspense all attri-
butions of psychological properties to others . One way of approach-
ing Wictgenstein 's response is to remark that such a picture is attain-
able only by displacing the concept of a human being from its focal
position in an account of our experience of our fellows, and replac-
ing it with a philosophically generated concept of a human body.27
Human bodies, conceived as merely material objects, fonn the sub-
ject matter of the supposed unproblematically available mformanon.
The idea is that they may subsequently turn ou t to be, in some more
or less mysterious way, points of occupancy for psychological prop-
erties as well; this would be represented as a regaining of the concept
of a human being. In these terms, Wittgenstein's response to the
sceptic is to restore the concept of a human being to its proper place,
not as something labo riously reconstitu ted, out of the fragments to
which the sceptic reduces it, by a subtle epistemological and meta-
physical construction, but as a seamless whole of whose unity we
ought not to have allowed ourselves to lose sight in the first place.28
Such a response might appropriately be described as urging a dif-

ferent view of the "conventions" or "grammar" of our thought and
speech about others. But it is a misconception to suppose the appeal
to "convention" is meant to cement our concept of a human being
together along the fault-line that the sceptic takes himself to detect.
It is not a matter of postu lating a non-connngenr relation between
some of what the sceptic takes to be given in our experience of oth-
ers, on the one hand, and our psychological judgements about them,
27. This is the key thought of Cook's admirable "Human Beings", to which I am heav-

ily indebted in this section. (One tempting route to the substituted notion is the idea that
we can cleanly abstract, from the pre-philosoph ical conception of a human being, the
menta l aspect, conceived as somerhmg each of us can focus his thoughts on for himself in
introspec tion, indcpcndmdy of locati ng it in the context of our embodied life. This puta-
tively seU-standing conception of the mental is the ta rget of the complex Wittgensteinian
polemic known as the Private Language Argument. If this were the only route to the seep-
ric·s conception of what is given in our experience of others, the wrongn ess of attributing
that conception to Wittgenstci n would be very straightforwardly obvious; sec Cook. But I
think the sit uation is more complcJG sec S3 below.)
28. I intend this to echo P. F. Strawson's rhes is (Individuals, chap . 3) tha t the concept

of a person is primitive. Scrawscn 's usc of the noric.m of " logically adequate criteria" for
ascriptions of psychological properties to Others has often been subjected to wha t I believe
to be a misunderstandi ng, ana logous to the misunderstanding (as I believe it is) of
Wiltgemrein that I am coosidcring.
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on the other. Rather, what Wittgenstein does is to reject the sceptic's
conception of what is given.29
I have suggested that to say a criterion is satisfied would be simply

to say the associated knowledge is available in the relevant way:
by adverting to what someone says or does, or to how things look,
without having one's episremic standing reinforced, beyond what
that yields, by possession of an empirical theory. That implies an in-
defeasible connection between the actual, as opposed to apparent,
satisfaction of a criterion and the associated knowledge. But it would
be a confusion to take it that I am postulating a special, indefeasible
kind of evidence, if evidence for a claim is understood-naturally
enough-as something one's possession of which one can assure one-
self of independently of the claim itself. It is precisely the insistence
on something of this sort that dictates the idea that criteria are defea-
sible. Rather, I think we should understand criteria to be, in the first
instance, ways of telling how things are, of the son specified by "On
the basis of what he says and does" or "By how things look "; and
we should take it that knowledge that a criterion for a claim is actu-
ally satisfied-if we allow ourselves to speak in those terms as well-
would be an exercise of the very capacity we speak of when we say
that one can tell, on the basis of such-and-such criteria, whether
things are as the claim would represent them as being. This flouts an
idea we are prone to find natural, that a basis for a judgement must
be something on which we have a firmer cognitive purchase than we
do on the judgement itself; but although the idea can seem natural, it
is an illusion to suppose it is compulsory.

3. The possibility of such a position is liable to be obscured from
us by a certain tempting line of argument. On any question about
the world independent of oneself to which one can ascertain the an-
swer by, say, looking, the way things look can be deceptive; it can
look to one exactly as if things were a certain way when they are
not. (This can be so even if, for whatever reason, one is not inclined
to believe that things are that way.JO I shall speak of cases as decep-

29. Note that seeing behaviour as a possibly feignedexpr'eS$ion of an " inner" state, or
as a human act or respcase that one does not understand. is noc seeing it in the way lhe
sceptic requires. S« PI S42O;and compare n. 24 above.
30. On tbc MbeHef·independenceM of lhe content of perception, see Gueth Evans, 7M

Varidia 0( p- 123.
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rive wh en, if one were to believe that thin gs are as they appear. one
would be misled, without implying that one is act ually misled.) It
follows that any capacity to tell by looking how things are in the
world independent of oneself can at best be fallibl e. According to the
tempting argument, someth ing else follows as well; the argument is
that since mere can be deceptive cases experientially indistinguish-
able from non-deceptive cases. one 's experiential intake-what one
embraces within the scope of one's consciousness-must be the same
in both kinds of case. In a deceptive case, one's experiential intake
must ex hypothesi fall shan of the fact itself, in the sense of being
consistent with th ere being no such fact. So that must be true. ac-
cording to the argument, in a non-deceptive case too. One's capacity
is a capacity to tell by looking; that is, on the basis of experiential in-
take. And even when this capacity does yield knowledge, we have to
conceive the basis as a highest common factor of what is available to
experience in the deceptive and the non-deceptive cases alike, and
hence as something that is at best a defeasible ground for the knowl-
edge, though available with a certainty independent of whatever
might put the knowledge in doubt.
This is the line of thought that I described as an application of the

Argument from lIJusion. I want now to describe and comment on a
way of resisting it.
We might formulate the temptation that is to be resisted as fol-

lows. Let the fallible capacity in question be a capacity to tell by ex-
perience whether such-and-such is th e case. In a deceptive case, what
is embraced within the scope of experience is an appearance that
such-and-such is the case, falling short of the fact: a mere appear-
ance. So what is experienced in a non-deceptive case is a mere ap-
pearance too . The upshot is that even in the non-deceptive cases we
have to picture something that falls short of the fact ascertained, at
best defeasibly connected with it, as interposing itself between the
experiencing subject and the fact itself.J 1
But suppose we say-not at a ll un narurally-c-that an appearance

that such-and-such is the case can be either a mere appearance or the
fact that such-and-such is the case making itself perceptually mani-

11. The argument efkcts a transition from sheet fallibiliry (which might be registered in
• "Pynhonian" Kepticism) to a "veil of ideas" scepticism. For the distinctio n, see Richard
Rcrry, PhihopJryand the Minor ofNoturt . p. 94, n. 8. and pp. 119 and ff.
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fest to someone." As before, the object of experience in the decep-
tive cases is a mere appearance. But we are not to accept that in the
non-deceptive cases too the object of experience is a mere appear-
ance, and hence something that falls short of the fact itself. On the
contrary , the appearance that is presented to one in those cases is a
maner of the fact itself being disclosed to the experiencer. So appear -
ances are no longer conceived as in general intervening between the
experiencing subject and the world.JJ
This may sound like an affirmation of Mcreabsm, but I intend

something more genera l. The idea of a fact being disclosed to experi-
ence is in itself purely negative; it re jects the thesis that what is acces-
sible to experience falls short of the fact in the sense I explained,
namely, that of being consistent with there being no such fact. In the
most stra ightforward application of the idea, the thought would in-
deed be-as in M-rea1ism-t:hat the fact itself is directly presented to
view, so that it is true in a stronger sense that the object of experi-
ence does not fall short of the fact. But a less straightforward appli-
cation of the idea is possible also, and seems appropriate in at least
some cases of knowledge that someone else is in an "inner" stare, on
the basis of experience of what he says and does. Here we might
think of what is directly available to experience in some such terms
as "his giving expression to his being in that <inner' sta te"; this is
someth ing that, while not itself actually being the "inner" state of af-
fairs in question, nevertheless does not fall short of it in the sense I
explained.Y

32 . In classical Greek. ".. . sophw On (word for word, he appear s wise
being ) means hr ismtmift:5tly and phainetai sophosrinai [word for word.:he appears
wiseto bel,hi!Kenu to be wiK . . ." : William W. Goodwin., A e rni! Grammar, p. 342.
33 . See the di$cUS5ion of a "di sjunct ive" ac:eount of " look s" sta trmet\tS in Paul Snow -

don, "Perception, Vision, and Ca usation"; and, more generally, J. M. Hinton, Experi-
rnus---9. work that I regree I did not know until this essay was virtually completed, a l-
tho ugh I expect th is sK tion grew out of an unconscious recollection of Hinton·, articles
"ExpeTimces" and "VISual Experiences" .
34 . M·realism might be accused of proposing a genera l U5imi\a tion of thesecond son of

case to the first. How plausibk the assimi lation is in a pan icular case depends on the exunt
to whic h it is plausible to think of the particular mode of expression as, so to speak, tran s-
parent. (This is qu ite plausible for facia l expressions of emotional stat es: see Winy:nstein,
zmrt55220-5. But it is no t very plausible for "avowals" , except perhaps in the special case
of the verbal expression of rhoughts.) The motivation for M-real ism was the wish to deny
that our experientia l intak e, whenwe know one another' s"inne r" sta tes by experiencr , must
fall short of the fact asunained in the sense I have introduced; it was a mistake to think this
required an appeal, aero " the board, to a model of direct obsttvation.
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In PI S344-which I quoted earlier-Wingenstein seems con-
cerned to insist that the appearances he draws attention to. in order
to discourage the thought that there is "nothing at aU but symp-
toms " for rain. a re appearances that it is raining. If there is a general
thesis about criteria applied here, it will be on these lines: one ac-
quires criterial knowledge by confrontation with appearances whose
content is, or includes, the content of the knowledge acquired. (This
would fit both the sorts of case I have JUSt distinguished: obviously
so in the straightforward sort; and in the less stra ightfo rward sort we
can say that an appearance that someone is giving expression to an
"inner" state is an appearance that he is in that "inner" stare.]
This thesis about match in content might promise a neat justifica-

tion for denying that criteria] knowledge is inferential. The content
of inferentia l knowledge, one might suggest, is generated by a trans-
formation of the content of some data, whereas here the content of
the knowledge is simply presented in the data .:u But thi s does not es-
tablish the coherence of a position in which criteria are conceived as
objects of experience on the "highest common factor" model. but
the accusation that criteria function as proxies can be rejected. If th e
object of expe rience is in general a mere appearance, as the "highest
common factor" model makes it, then it is not clear how, by appeal-
ing to the idea that it has the content of the knowledge one acquires
by confrontation with it, we could save ourselves from having to pic-
ture it as getting in the way between the subject and the world. In-
deed, it is arguable that the "highest common factor" model under-
mines the very idea of an appearance having as its content that
things arc: thus and so in the world "beyond" appearances (as we
wou ld have to put it).
This has a bearing on my query, in St , as to whether the blankly

external obtaining of a fact can make sense of the idea that someone
experiencing a "criterion" might know that things were thus and so.
Suppose someone is presented with an appearance that it is raining.
It seems unproblematic that if his experience is in a suitable way the
upshot of the fact that it is raining, then the fact itself can make it
the case that he knows that it is raining. But that seems unproblem-
atic precisely because the content of the appearance is the content of

35 . However, Ihis idea is not availab le to Wright, in view of his insistence that grasp of
criteria should nQl presuppose possession of the associa ted concepts; see ..Anti-Realist Se-
mantics: The Rolf: of p- 23 1.
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the knowledge. And it is arguable that we find that march in content
intelligible only because we do not conceive the objects of such expe-
riences as in general falling short of the meteorological facts. That is:
such experiences can present us with the appearance that it is raining
only because when we have them as the upshot (in a suitable way) of
the fact that it is raining, the fact itself is their object; SO that its ob-
taining is not. after all, blankly extemal.36 H that is right, the "high-
est common facto r" conception of experience is not entitled to me
idea mat makes me case unproblematic. It would be wrong to sup-
pose that the "highest common factor" conception can capture, in its
own terms. the intuition I express when I say that the fact itself can
be manifest to experience-doing so by saying that that is how it is
when. for instance, experiences as of its raining are in a suitable way
the upshot of the fact that it is raining. That captures the intuition all
right; but-with "experiences as of its raining"- not in terms avail-
ab le to someone who sta rts by insisting that me object of experience
is the highest common factor. and so falls short of the fact itself.
The " highest common factor " conception has attractions for us

that cannot be undone just by describing an alternative. even with
the recommendation that me alternative can cause a sea of philoso-
phy to subside. The most obvious attraction is the phenomenological
argument: the occurrence of deceptive cases experientially indistin-
guishable from non-deceptive cases. But this is easily accommodated
by me essentially disjunctive conception of appearances that consti-
tutes the alternative. The alternative conception can allow what is
given to experience in the two sorts of case to be the same in so far
as it is an appearance that things are thus and so; that leaves it open
that whereas in one kind of case what is given to experience is a
mere appearance. in the other it is me fact itself made manifest. So
the phenomenological argument is inconclusive.
A more deep-seated temptation towards the "highest common fac-

tor " conception might find expression like this: "Ex hypothesi a
mere appearance can be indistinguishable from what you describe as
a fact made manifest. So in a given case one cannot tell for certain
whether wha t confronts one is one or the other of those. How. then,
can there be a difference in what is given to experience. in any sense

36. This fits the fim of the twO sonl of case that I distinguishedabove; simi·
lar, thoughmore complex, could be said about a case of the second son.
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that could matter to epistemology?" One could hardly countenance
the idea of having a fact made manifest within the reach of one's ex-
perience, without suppos ing that that would make know ledge of the
fact available to one." This protest might reflect the convict ion that
such episremic enridement ought [0 be something one could display
for oneself. as it were from Within; the idea being that that would re-
quire a non-question-begging demonstration from a neutrally avail-
able starting-point, such as would be consritured by the highest com-
mon factor.J8
There is something gripping about the " inrerna lism" that is ex-

pressed here. The root idea is that one's episremic standing on some
question cannot intelligibly be constituted, even in part, by matters
blankly external to how it is with one subjectively. For how could
such matters be other than beyond one's ken? And how could mat-
ters beyond one's ken make any difference to one's episremic stand-
ing?39 (This is obviously a form of the thought that is at work in the
argument from Sl that I have recently reconsidered.) But the disjunc-
tive conception of appearances shows a way to detach this " inte rnal-
ist" intuition from the req uirement of non-question-begging de-
monstration , When someone has a fact made manifest to him, the
obtaining of the fact contributes to his episremic standing on the

37. Th is is to be IDRinguishtd from actual ly confe rring the knowledge on one. Suppose
someone hu been misled into thinking his senses are out of O£der; we might then hesitate
to say he p<»5"'5"" the know ledge that hissenses (in fact functioning perfectly) make avail-
able to him. But for some purposes the: notion of being in a position to know someth ing is
more interesting than thc: notion of actually knowing it, (It is a different matter if one's
senses are aauaUy OUt of order , though their operations are sometimes unaffected; in sl.lth
a case, an experience subj«tivcly indistinguishable hom thar of being confron ted with a
tomato, even if it ruulu from con frontation with a tomato, need nor count as experienc-
ing the pccsence of a tomato. Anothe r case in which it may not count as that is one in
which there are a lot of tomato fa",des about, indistinguishable h om tomatoeS when
viewed from the fmnt: compare Alvin Goldman , "Discrimination and Perceptual Knowl-
edge- . One counts as experiencing the fact making iucl f manifest only in the exercise of a
capac ity-whit h isof course fallible-to tell how th ings are.l
38. The hankering for indepe ndently ascerta inable foundat ions is familiar in epistemo-

logy. Its implications converge with those of a Dummen-inspired thesis in the philosophy
of language: namely, that the sta tes of affa.in at which lil18uisric competence primarily en-
gages wirh extrll-linguist ic reality, SO to speak, must be effectively decida ble (0£ fall under
some suitable genera liurion of that concept ). S« Baker, " Defeasibility and Meaning",
pp- 50-1 . For criteria as decidable, see Wrighl , "Anti-Realist Semantks: The RoJe of Crite-
ria", p. 230.
39. See, e.g., Laur ence Bonjour, 'Theorie$ of Empirical Knowledge".
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question. But the obtaining of the fact is precisely not blankly exter-
nal to his subjectivity. as it would be if the truth about that were ex-
hausted by the highest common factor.40
However. if that reflection disarms one epistemological founda-

tion for the " highest common factor " conception, there are other
forces that tend to hold it in place."
Suppose we assume that one can come to know that someone else

is in some "inner" state by adverting to what he says and does. Em-
pirical investigation of the cues that impinge on one's sense-organs
on such an occasion would yield a specification of the information
received by them; the same information could be available in a de-
ceptive case as well. That limited informational intake must be
processed. in the nervous system. into the information about the per-
son's "inner" state that comes to be at one's disposal; and a descrip-
tion of the information-processing would look like a description of
an inference from a highest common factor. Now there is a familiar
temptation, here and at the analogous point in reflection abo ut per-
ceptual knowledge of the environment in general, to suppose that
one's episremic standing with respect to the upshot of the process is
constitu ted by the availability to one's senses of the highest common
factor. together with the cogency of the supposed inference.
When one succumbs to this temptation, one's first thought is typi-

cally to ground the cogency of the inference on a theory. But the con-
ception of theory as extending one's cognitive reach beyond the con-
fines of experience requires that the theory in question be atta inable
on the basis of the experience in question. It is not: enough that the
experience would confirm the theory; the theory must involve no
concept the formation of which could not intelligibly be attributed to
a creature whose experiential intake was limited in the way envis-
aged. And when we tty to conceive knowledge of the "inner" states
of others on the basis of what they do and say. or perceptu al knowl-

40. The disjunaive conception of appearances makes room for a conception of expe rt-
entia! know ledge lhat confo rms to Robert Nozic k's account 01 "intemalism" , at p. 28 1 of
Phi /mophic41Explanatimu; but without requiring, as he implies any "internalisr" position
must, a reduction of facts to mental facts.
41. Nonek must be a case in point. 1bc way he draws the boundary between " inter-

nal " and "external" must reflect something like the "highest common facto r" conception;
and in his case that conception cannot be sust2ined by the "intemalist" inN iriDll that J
have just tried to disarm.
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edge of the environment in general. on this model, that conditi on
seems not to be rnet."z
Keeping the highest common factor in the picture, we might try to

register that thought by grounding the cogency of the inferences on
"grammar" rather than theory; this would yield something like the
concepti on of criteria that I have questioned. But we have been given
no idea of how to arrive at specifications of the content of the sup-
posed "grammatically" certified warrants, apart from stra ightfor-
ward empirical investigation of what impinges on someone's senses
on occasions when we are independently prepared to believe he has
the knowledge in question. The truth is that, for all their similar-
ity to inferences, those processings of information are nor transi-
tions within what Wilfrid Sellars has called "the logical space of
reasons",43 as they would need to be in order to be capable of being
constitutive of one's tide to knowledge. Acquiring mastery of the re-
levant tracts of language is not, as acquiring a theory can be, learn-
ing to extend one's cognitive reach beyond some previous limits by
traversing pathways in a newly mastered region of the "space of rea-
sons" . It is better conceived as part of being initiated into the "space
of reasons" itself."
I want to end by mentioning a source for the attraction of the

"highest common factor " conception that lies, I think, as deep as
any. If we adopt the disjunctive conception of appearances, we have
to take seriously the idea of an unmediared openness of the experi-
encing subject to "external" reality, whereas the "highest common
factor" conception allows us to picture an interface between them.
Taking the epistemology of other minds on its own, we can locate
the highest common factor at the facing' surfaces of other human

42. To the point here is Wittgmstein 's Jdemit against the idea that "from one's own
case" one can so much as form the idu of S(Imt01\t else having, say, feelings. On the QSC
of perception in genera l, see P. F. Strawson, "Perception and its Objects R

•

43. and the Pbilosophy of Mind", p. 299.
44 . These remarb are extremely sketchy. Here are fWO supp lementa tions. First: when

we allow a theory to extend someone's cognitiw: reach, we do not need to find him infalli·
ble in the region of logical space thar the tIw;Qry opens up to him; so we do not need to
commi t ouooves to the idea that the theory, together wim the content of experience, must
enl4 il the con tent of the putatiw: knowledge. Second: the rejection of the inferent ial model
that I am urging does no t tum on mere phenomenology (the absence of conscious infer-
ences). Theory a.n panly ground a claim to knowledge even in cases in which it is not
consciously bro ught to beu; as with a scientist who (as we naturally "y) learns to see the
movements of irnpercepeibie pa rticles in scme apparatus.
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bodies. But when we come to consider perceptual knowledge abo ut
bodies in general, the "highest common factor " conception drives
what is given to experience inward. until it can be aligned with
goings-on at our own sensory surfaces. This promises to permit us
a satisfying conception of an interface at which the "inner" and the
"outer" make contact . The idea that there is an interface can seem
compulsory; and the disjunctive conception of appearances flouts
that intuition-twice over, in its view of knowledge of others'
"inner" stares."
No doubt there are many influences that conspire to give this pic-

ture of the "inner" and the "outer" its hold on us. The one I want to
mention is that we are prone to try to extend an ob;ea ifying mode of
conceiving reality to human beings. In an objectifying view of reality.
behaviour considered in itself cannot be expressive or significant;
human behaviour no more than. say, the behaviour of the planets.46
If human behaviour is expressive, that fact resides not in the nature
of the behaviour, as it were on the surface, but in its being the out-
wardly observable effect of mental states and goings-on. So the mind
retreats behind the surface, and the idea that the mental is " internal"
acquires a quasi-literal construal, as in Descar tes, or even a literal
one. as in the idea that mental states are "in the bead"."
Modem adherents of this picture do not usually rake themselves to

be enmeshed in the problems of traditional epistemology. But objec-
tifying human behaviour leads inexorably to the traditional problem
of other minds. And it is hard to see how the pictured interface can
fail to be epistemologically problematic in the outward direction too;
the inward retreat of the mind undermines the idea of a direct open-
ness to the world, and thereby poses the traditional problems of
knowledge about "external" reality in general. Without the "highest

45. Am I suggesting that t:ht; dis junct ive conception DCaPJXarallCes preclud es the idea
that expe rience mediates between SlIbjea: and world? It depends on what you rnr;an by

If experience is in rerms of openness to the world. it will not be ap-
propriate to picture it as an interface. (I am sceptical whe ther a conception oC expe rience
as anything but an interface is available within the dominant contemporary philosophy oC
mUui)
46. SecCharlesTaylor, pp- 3-11.
-47. Th is movement o£thoughr can nnd support in the idea that the mental is cceceptu-

a lly eapeared by introspectivc ostensive dennition . rrhat idea is perhaps naturally unde r-
stood as a response to the obliteration oCthe no tion DC intrinsic.ally behaviour.)
Butsome vcrsions of the position are not notably introspectionist . lSec n. 27 above.)
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common factor" conception of experience, we can leave the interface
out of the picture, and the traditional problems lapse. Traditi onal
epistemology is widely felt to be unsatisfying; I think this is a symp-
tom of the error in the "highest common factor" conception, and,
more generally, of the misguidedness of an objectifying conception
of the human.


